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1. Introduction. To find a " description of the structure of bands which is complete
modulo semilattices " (from page 25 of [1]) seems to be a very difficult problem. As far as
the author is aware, the only class of bands (except for rectangular bands) for which this
problem has been solved (see [4] and [3]) is the class of all bands satisfying a generalization of
commutativity, namely the condition that efgh = egfh for all elements e, / , g and h.

The purpose of this paper is to give a solution to this problem for a further class of bands,
which we call the class of almost commutative bands: a band is called almost commutative
if any pair of elements are either ./-related or commute. It is easily seen from [1, Theorem 4.6]
that a band B is almost commutative if and only if, for all e,feB, either ef=fe or both efe = e
and fef=f.

Three examples of almost commutative bands played a major role in [2, §4] in the
solution of two problems posed in [6]. The author was helped in the writing of this paper by
an expository thesis of J. Pippey [5], which included the results given here.

2. Preliminaries. We use wherever possible, and usually without comment, the notations
of Clifford and Preston [1].

Let B be any band. Then from [1, Theorem 4.6] B is a semilattice of rectangular bands;
that is to say, for some semilattice Y and rectangular subbands {Ex: a 6 Y} of B, B = U £„,

aeY
and for all <x,fieY, EanEp = • if a ? jS, and EaEp s E^\ further, each Et is a /-class of B.
If eeEa, then we shall sometimes denote Ea by E(e). It is clear that for any e,feB

where as usual g ^ e means eg = g — ge.

3. Almost commutative bands.

LEMMA 1. For any elements e,fin the band B,

\[eE(ef)e]n[fE(ef)f)\ZL

Proof. Suppose that the set [eE(ef)e]n[fE(ef)f] # • and take any element g of this
set. Then g ^ e and g •£/, from which we easily see that g ^ ef. But ef, geE(ef), a rectangular
band; so g = ef. Therefore the set above contains at most one element, namely ef (further,
we may easily see that it contains e/if and only if ef=fe).

LEMMA 2. The band B is almost commutative if and only if, for any a, fieY and any
eeEa,feEf, ft < a impliesf< e.
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Proof. Suppose that B is almost commutative and take any a, f}e Y such that ft < a.
Then, for any eeEa,feEfi, we have ef=feeEafl = Ef. But, since ef=fe, we see that ef^f,
whence ef=f, since Efi is a rectangular band. Thus/< e.

Conversely suppose, for all a, fie Y and for all eeEx, feEf, that /? < a implies f< e.
Take any elements g, heB such that /fl ^ /M i.e. £(#) ^ EQi). Then 06.Ey and Ae£a for
some y, S e Y with y ^ <5. If y < 5, then g < h, whence gh = g — hg and, similarly, if 5 < y,
then gh = h = hg. Let us consider then the remaining case, namely when y and 5 are not
comparable; then y<5 < y and yd < 5. Since gf/i, hgeEyS, we have that both gh and /»# are less
than both g and A; so, from Lemma \,gh = hg. Thus B is almost commutative.

REMARK 1. Lemma 2 contrasts with the case when B satisfies efgh = egfh for all e, f, g,
heB, for this is true of B if and only if | eEpe \ = 1 for all 0e Y, eeB [5, Theorem 6].

From Lemmas 1 and 2 we see that, if B is almost commutative, then, for any a, fieY,
a #a/? j*= f} implies \Eafi\ = 1. We have thus proved already the final statement of the
following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let now Y be any semilattice and let {Ex :aeY} be any set ofpairwise disjoint
rectangular bands such that | Ea | = 1 if a = fly for some P,yeY and ft ^ a. # y; if this is the
case, then let ea denote the only element of Ea. Let the multiplication in each Et be denoted by
juxtaposition. Put B = U Ea and define a multiplication "for B as follows: for any a, fie Y

aeY

and for any eeEa,feEf, define

e if a<P,

, _ ef as in Ea if a = JS,

/ if a>P,

.eaP if a^ajM/?.
Then B is an almost commutative band. Conversely any almost commutative band is

obtained in this way.

Proof. To show that o is associative we shall only assume that the £x (a e Y) are semi-
groups and not necessarily rectangular bands.

Take any e,f,geB. Then eeEa,feEp and geEr for some a, f}, ye Y. It is clear from
the definition of o that eofeExfi, {e»f)ogeEaPy and eo(fog)eEa$r Hence, if \ExPy\ = 1,
then (eof)og = eo(Jog).

Suppose then that | Etfiy \ > 1. Then a/? and y are comparable.

Case 1: y < aft. Then (eof)og = g and, since y < /? and y < a, e»(fog) = e»g = g,
giving (eof)og = eo(fog).

Case 2: y = a)?. Then | EaP \ = | EaPy | > 1, whence a and /? are comparable.

Case 2(a): a< ft. Then y = a/? = a < /?, whence

(e°f)°g = e»g = e°(f°g).
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Case 2(b): a = j?. Then a = ft = y and clearly (e of) o g = e o (Jo g).

Case 2(c): a > fi. Then a > /? = a/? = y, whence

(eof)og =fog =fg = eo(fg) = eo(Jog).

Case 3: y > a/?. Once again | ExP | = | EaPy \ > 1, whence a and /J are comparable.

Case 3(a): a </?. Then a = a/3 < y and (eof)og = eog = e. Also a ^ jSy. If a = /?y,
then fijtpy^y, giving | f̂ ,, | = | E0y | = 1, a contradiction. Hence a < /fy, giving eo(fog) =

= (eof)og.

Case 3(b): a = p. Then p = <xfi<y, giving

{e°f)°g = e<>/= eo(Jog).

Case 3(c): a > )8. Then j8 = a)? < y and

(eo / )o 5 =/og( = / = e o / = eo(Jog).

We now have that o is associative, and clearly then B is an almost commutative band.
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